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IPR Journals Appoints Joe Pimbley to Be Editor of The Journal 

of Derivatives 

NEW YORK, NY, September 10th, 2018 — IPR Journals, a division of Pageant Media, 

has appointed Dr. Joseph Pimbley to be the editor of The Journal of Derivatives.  

 Dr. Pimbley is the principal of Maxwell Consulting, a firm he founded in 2010, 

and also is an affiliate of PF2 Securities Evaluations. He is an expert in complex financial 

instruments, financial risk management, valuation, structured products, derivatives, 

banking, securities trading, investment analysis, quantitative algorithms, and numerical 

coding in several languages.  His recent and current engagements include valuation and 

credit underwriting for structured and other financial instruments, electronic trading, 

and litigation testimony and consultation. 

 In a prominent engagement from 2009 to 2010, Dr. Pimbley served as a lead 

investigator for the examiner appointed by the Lehman bankruptcy court to resolve 

numerous issues pertaining to history’s largest bankruptcy. Dr. Pimbley and his 

colleagues discovered the “Repo 105” transactions and reported the critical importance 

of pledged collateral mishaps and mischaracterizations to the Lehman failure. 

 Dr. Pimbley’s earlier Wall Street roles included positions as quantitative analyst, 

risk manager, derivative trader, and portfolio manager, reaching the level of executive 

vice president and head of institutional risk. His experience during this period includes 

leadership of business groups, information technology, enterprise risk management, 

and quantitative modeling teams. Prior to his financial career, Dr. Pimbley worked as a 

semiconductor device physicist and assistant professor of applied mathematics. 

 Dr. Pimbley holds a Ph.D. in theoretical physics and is a co-author of “Banking 

on Failure” (2014), “Simple Money” (2013), and “Advanced CMOS Process Technology” 

(1989). He has written more than sixty finance articles, published nearly a hundred 

articles on technical topics, presented at more than seventy finance seminars, and 

authored numerous patents for engineering inventions. 

 “We’re very lucky to have Dr. Pimbley coming on board as the new editor of The 

Journal of Derivatives,” said Dave Blide, publisher of IPR Journals. “Dr. Pimbley’s 

distinguished career—particularly his extensive technical background—positions him 

ideally to take over the reins of the journal,” added Blide. 

 Dr. Pimbley succeeds Dr. Stephen Figlewski, who served as editor of The Journal 

of Derivatives from the publication’s inception in 1993. “Dr. Figlewski’s vision and 
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resolve brought the journal into being and established it firmly as a leading research 

source for practitioners in the derivatives sphere,” observed Blide. “We are extremely 

grateful to Dr. Figlewski for all that he has done for the journal,” added Blide. 

### 

About The Journal of Derivatives (http://jod.iijournals.com/) 

 The Journal of Derivatives is a leading analytical journal on derivatives, 

providing detailed analyses of theoretical models and how they are used in practice. 

The journal provides full treatment of mathematical and statistical information on 

derivative products and techniques, with a focus on results-oriented analysis. Some of 

the topics appearing frequently in the journal include: the latest valuation and hedging 

models for derivative instruments and securities; new tools and models for financial 

risk management; the application of academic derivatives theory and research to real-

world problems; and rigorous analysis of key innovations in the derivatives markets. 

About IPR Journals (http://www.iijournals.com/) 

 IPR Journals offers in-depth, original, and practical research in key areas of 

investment management and finance, including fixed income, index investing, 

derivatives, trading, private equity, portfolio management, structured finance, and 

wealth management. Written and edited by world-renowned practitioners and 

academics, the journals are extensively read and highly regarded in the industry. 


